Adult Youth Sponsor

Our objective:

To impact the next generation by not only helping them discover who God has called them to be,
but helping them develop the gifts and abilities God has given them and releasing them to impact
the world around them.
This is how:
1) Set an example for the youth in lifestyle, speech, dress, and integrity.
2) Be involved for a minimum of six months by committing to help in at least one area of ministry to
further the growth and development of the youth.

3) Take an active part in the lives of the youth.
4) Attend the Sunday service here at Destiny on a regular basis.
5) Never speak negatively about the pastor, the staff, youth, or other sponsors.
6) Always resolve any and all conflicts out of view of other youth or any member of the church.
7) By maintaining a relationship with God outside of a church setting.
8) At no point will there ever be any form of relationship or involvement in a romantic or sexual
manner with a youth (regardless of age).

9) Arriving by 5:45 to help set up, pray, and be ready to greet youth as they arrive.
10) Building trust and relationship is the key to having influence in the lives of these youth, we to be
ready to go by 6:30 so we can spend the first 30 min simply connecting to the youth.

11) Commit to being at Wednesday service every week to bring some stable relationships to our teens.
12) We need to be prepared to lead or co-lead a small group as we grow and new groups are added.

Signature_______________________

Adult Youth Sponsor

1) Set an example for the youth in lifestyle, speech, dress, and integrity.

(Students will imitate their leaders we want to make sure they are imitating the right things, also what
you do they will take 3 steps further, so lets hold our selves to a hire standard.)

2) Be involved for a minimum of six months by committing to help in at least one area of ministry to
further the growth and development of the youth. (Your not a warm body your investing in the lives of
our students)

3) Take an active part in the lives of the youth.
(You will have 7-10 youth that you are responsible for, calling them, texting them, facebook, ext..
Make one real connection a week out side a service with each of your kids. this way they know they
are more than a number in a seat, they are an individual who needs relationship.)

4) Attend the Sunday service here at Destiny on a regular basis.
5) Never speak negatively about the pastor, the staff, youth, or other sponsors.
(We will all have disagreements at one point or another, that is ok, but we need to handle those things
in a way that doesn't undermined any other leaders authority. If you don't respect them they wont
respect them.)

6) Always resolve any and all conflicts out of view of other youth or any member of the church.
7) Maintain a relationship with God outside of a church setting.
(We cant give others what we don't have, minister out of your overflow.)

8) At no point will there ever be any form of relationship or involvement in a romantic or sexual
manner with a youth (regardless of age).

9) Arriving by 5:45 to help set up, pray, and be ready to greet youth as they arrive.
(we have to turn a closet, cafeteria, and a entry into an amazing youth facility in 45 min we need all
hands on deck all the time. students dont get saved because the room is cool, but they do come in
and invite others so God can move in there life because they enjoy coming.)

10) Building trust and relationship is the key to having influence in the lives of these youth, we to be
ready to go by 6:30 so we can spend the first 30 min simply connecting to the youth.

11) Commit to being at Wednesday service every week to bring some stable relationships to our
teens. (We may be the only person that loves on them and invests in them, so if they only come one
or twice a month they need every time to be the time they are noticed and invested in.)

12) We need to be prepared to lead or co-lead a small group as we grow and new groups are added.
(We will weekly split into groups and may need you to be a group leader, also you invest in these kids
they need to here your heart for them so they can see Gods love to them.)

Wednesday setup
1) Make sure lights on back of the stage are plugged in on the back wall. (large
black cord)
2) Make sure all sliders on light board are down before turning on sound booth.
!
3) Turn on sound system, amps first then the power strip in back of sound booth.
!
4) Set up concession stand (dump ice out back after services).
!
5) Set up sign in stations one on each side of the door way inside the youth
room, the one with light on top goes on the west wall.
!
!
(youth checkin -iPads)
!
!
(set up iPad for guest sign in)
6) Set up pub tables and chairs in the front lobby area for concessions.
7) Move couches and chairs to south wall and set up in a U shape, open to the
room.
8) Set up chairs, (take stacks of chairs in order from aisle to wall) place them in
three sections. middle section has 8 chairs on the front row and adds 1 on each
side each row back 6rows total, Side sections are angled to the stage with 4
chairs in the first row 3 in the second and 3 in the 3rd (only 3 rows on the sides)
9) After all chairs are set up lower projector screens on each side of the stage.
(chairs must be put out first or they will hit the screens)
10) Turn on projector screens, remote is located in the sound booth on the left
hand side.
11) Plug in video game stations on the east wall, between the stage side and
the metal beam but not all the way to the projector screens.
12) Make sure all trash is picked up and room is clean to receive youth.

!

!

Tear Down

1) Put up projector screens and turn off projectors.
2) Stack chairs 10 high and place them back in storage area behind the stage
wall.
3) Stack all pub tables in the storage area next to the chairs, stack tables on top
of each other 2 hi, place chairs beside them in an orderly manner.
4) Return sign in stations to the back room on the wall between the office door
and the fire extinguisher.
5) Couches also go in the back room stacked on top of each other agains the
wall between that room and the youth room.
6) Stack black lounge chairs in storage room behind the stage wall.
7) Unplug gaming system and role against the west wall.
8) Turn off smoke machine it is on a power strip on the back of the stage.
9) Turn off stage lights by unplugging the large black cord on the side of the
stage.
10) Turn off sound system starting with amps under the stage.
11) Place check in computer in the sound booth laying face down.
12) Role sound booth to east wall. (make sure not to cover up any return vents)
13) Make sure all trash is picked up and everything is put away.

